We present a scheme to describe accelerating discrete-time quantum walk dynamics for single-and twoparticle in a one-dimensional position space. We show the effect of acceleration in enhancing the entanglement between the particle and position space and in generation of entanglement between the two unentangled particle. By introducing the disorder in the form of phase operator we study the transition from localization to deloclaization as a function of acceleration. These interwinding connection between acceleration, entanglement generation and localization along with well established connection of quantum walks with Dirac equation can be used to probe further in the direction of understanding the role of acceleration, mass and entanglement in relativistic quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. Expansion of operational tools for quantum simulations using quantum walks is another direction where these results can play an important role.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum walks [1] [2] [3] [4] have played an important role in development of various quantum information processing and computation protocols [5] [6] [7] [8] . It is also among the most promising candidate to model controlled quantum dynamics and understand them from quantum information perspective. One can see quantum walks as a most promising quantum simulators in parallel to that of the classical random walk which has played an important role in classical simulations over decades now. Demonstration of realization of quantum walks in a variety of physical systems, such as NMR [9] , trapped ions [10, 11] , integrated photonics [12] [13] [14] [15] , and bulk optics [16] in recent years guarantee a promising role it can play in broad field of future quantum technologies.
Quantum walks in real space evolves in position space making effective use of quantum phenomena like superposition and interference and spread the wavepacket quadratically faster in position when compared to classical random walk [5, 6, 17] . Analogues to discrete version of classical random walk, discrete-time quantum walk spreads in position Hilbert space with probability amplitude assigned using a quantum coin operation on the particle (walker) Hilbert space. The general unitary coin operation can have a four independent parameters [26] which can help in providing more control over the dynamics. These simple dynamics has proved to be a strong algorithmic techniques in modelling the dynamics of for example, photosynthesis [20] , diffusion in quantum system [21] , localization (Anderson localization and Weak localization) [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , topological phases [32] [33] [34] [35] , Dirac equations and associated dynamics [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] .
In this work we will introduce acceleration in the discrete-time quantum walk dynamics by introducing a * chandru@imsc.res.in † shivanis@imsc.res.in time-dependent parameter into the quantum coin operations.
Changing the acceleration parameter changes the way probability amplitude spreads in the position space and we observe some interesting features like enhancement in the quantity of entanglement between the particle and position space as a function of acceleration in one-dimensional single-particle quantum walk. We also study the two interacting particle discrete-time quantum walk in one dimension and present the situations where acceleration plays a role in entangling the two initially unentangled particles. The interacting coin operator in its Hamiltonian form is equivalent to the Hamiltonian of Ising model which is a special case of generalised Heisenberg model [44, 45] .
Disorder in any of the parameter describing the singleparticle discrete-time quantum walk dynamics has been studied in past [46, 47] . The disordered discrete-time quantum walk leads to localization of the particle in position space resulting in Anderson localization (strong localization) and weak localization [17, [27] [28] [29] [48] [49] [50] has also been extensively reported. Here using the quantum coin operator followed by a phase operator we will introduce both, acceleration and disorder, respectively into the quantum walk dynamics. This enabled us to study the interplay between the acceleration and localization of the single-particle quantum walker. We further extend our study to two-particle walker and show the role of localization in enhancing and preserving the entanglement between the two initially unentangled particle for longer number of steps of quantum walk. These interwinding connection between acceleration, entanglement generation and localization along with well established connection of quantum walks with Dirac equation can be used to probe further in the direction of understanding the role of acceleration, mass and entanglement in relativistic quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. The interplay between acceleration and localization will further guide in developing and of operational tools for quantum simulations using quantum walks. Our work presents both, analytical study followed by analysis of the dynamics from the dispersion relations and numerical results complements where analytical results could not be obtained.
In section II we introduce accelerated discrete-time quantum walk in one dimension. We have described the singleparticle accelerated quantum walk and have shown how acceleration changes changes the probability distribution and entanglement in the system. Dynamics of the two-particle accelerated walk and the interaction between the particles in one dimension is also introduced in the same section. In section III, we have calculated the dispersion relation and the transfer matrix for accelerated discrete-time quantum walks for single-and two-particles which shows how probability amplitude changes from one position to another for a given time step and also the dependence of probability amplitude on the parameter of the evolution operator. Then we have introduced temporal and spatial disorder in the one of the parameter of evolution operator (coin operator) and acceleration in the other coin parameter to study weak and strong (Anderson) localization in the accelerated discrete-time quantum walk. For accelerated walk, probability amplitude spreads faster and over larger space for as we increase acceleration. In section IV we have studied the entanglement between the two-particles and also between the particle and position space in two-particle accelerated discrete-time quantum walk. This shows that although we start with an unentangled initial state but after few steps of quantum walk we find the particles to be entangled but as the time increases the entanglement between the particles decays for accelerated walk. The decay time is lower as we increase the acceleration. Similarly, for disordered two-particle accelerated walk the decay time is lower as we decrease the acceleration. Entanglement between the particle and position space shows similar characteristic as singleparticle accelerated walk in one dimension. In section V we amalgamate our observations and conclude.
FIG. 1.
Effect of parameter a which induces acceleration on the quantum walker as function of t is shown by plotting cos(θ 0 e −at ). For higher value of a we can see a value reaching unity at earlier time. This gives us a range of values a to look into to understand the effect of acceleration on the quantum walk dynamics.
FIG. 2.
Probability distribution of an one-dimensional accelerated quantum walk with θ(a, t) = θ 0 e −at for different value of a after t = 200 steps of walk. Parameter a = 0 corresponds to evolution with constant velocity, an homogeneous evolution and the minimum spread is set by the value of θ 0 . With increase in a, spread in position space increases. The initial state is
(|↑ + |↓ ) ⊗ |x = 0 . Probability distribution is shown for θ 0 = π/4 and θ 0 = π/2 (inset). The spread is minimum for a = 0 and when θ 0 = π/2, it is localized at the origin x = 0.
II. ACCELERATED DISCRETE-TIME QUANTUM WALK A. Single-particle Evolution of a single-particle discrete-time quantum walk is defined on a Hilbert space H which is a composition of a particle (coin) Hilbert space and the position Hilbert space, H = H c ⊗ H p . The coin Hilbert space H c represents the addressable basis state of the particle which is subjected to the quantum walk and the position Hilbert space H p represents the position basis states on which the particle can move in superposition of position space. For a two level particle as quantum walker in one-dimensional position space, the H c is spanned by the basis states {|↑ , |↓ } and H p is spanned by the basis state {|x } where x ∈ Z. The initial state of particle on which we define the quantum walk can be written in the form,
The evolution operator which defines each step of the standard or homogeneous discrete-time quantum walk is composed of a quantum coin operator,
followed by a position shift operator
After t steps of quantum walk, the state will be in the form,
where A x,t and B x,t are the probability amplitudes of the states | ↑ and | ↓ at position x and time t. Amplitudes A x,t and B x,t as a function of amplitude at its neighbouring position at previous time (t − 1) can be written as,
The probability distribution in position space at time t, P x,t = |A x,t | 2 + |B x,t | 2 will spread quadratically faster in bimodal form when compared to Gaussian spread of the classical random walk [7] . However, deviation from the bimodal distribution can be obtained in multiple ways. For example, by increasing the dimension of H c to three and defining the corresponding evolution operator, an additional localized mode can be obtained [8] . By introducing coin operation with randomly picked coin parameter for different position (spatial disorder) or for different time (temporal disorder), a strongly localized or a weakly localized probability distribution can be seen [17, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] 50] . Thus, with the controllable quantum walk evolution parameter one can demonstrate a good control over the dynamics and probability distribution of the quantum walker.
In Fourier mode wave like solution form the probability amplitude A x,t and B x,t can in general be written as ψ x,t = e i(−ω1t+κ1x) where ω 1 is the wave frequency and κ 1 is the wave number and (ψ ↑ x,t ; ψ ↓ x,t ) ≡ (A x,t ; B x,t ). Substituting the Fourier form of the probability amplitude in Eq. (5) and (6) and solving for a relation between κ 1 and ω 1 we get the dispersion relation of the form,
which implies that the group velocity for the probability amplitude is given by,
Maximizing the group velocity with respect to κ 1 , we find that v g is maximum for κ 1 = π/2,
When θ 0 = π/2 in the coin operation of the form given by Eq. (2), the amplitude of quantum walker will remain localized between position x = 0 and x = ±1 for all time t. When θ 0 = 0, the two states of the walker will move away from each other and particle will only be seen at the positions x = ±t with non-zero probability. For both these values of
Standard deviation of an one-dimensional accelerated quantum walk with θ(a, t) = θ 0 e −at for different value of a as function of t (steps). a = 0 corresponds to evolution with constant velocity, an homogeneous evolution and the minimum spread is set by the value of θ 0 . . The initial state is
Standard deviation is shown for two values of θ 0 = π/4 and π/2 (inset). With increase in a and t increase in standard deviation is seen and the increase is more pronounced then θ 0 = π/2. (|↑ + |↓ ) ⊗ |x = 0 . With increase in a an increase in σ is seen until it reaches a maximum value (σ = t). θ we will not see any interference effect in the dynamics and they define the bounds on the spreading of the walk. For any value of θ between these values, interference effects plays an important role and the spread of the probability distribution of the walker after t steps of walk will be bounded between ±t cos(θ 0 ) [7, 18] and it can be seen in Eq. (9) for given value of θ 0 the maximum value of the group velocity is cos(θ 0 ). Since θ in the coin operation plays an important role in defining the dynamics of the walker, by making θ a time dependent parameter we can introduce acceleration to the quantum walk dynamics. Here, to introduce acceleration we will choose a time dependent coin parameter of the form θ(a, t) = θ 0 e −at (10) in place of θ 0 in the quantum coin evolution operator, Eq. (2). The parameter a in the coin operation induces acceleration to the dynamics where the minimum spread will be bounded by the value of θ 0 and maximum spread will be achieved with time for any small value of a > 0 (θ → 0). In Fig. 1 , cos(θ 0 e −at ) has been plotted as function of t for difference value of a. For higher value of a we can see cos(θ 0 e −at ) reaching unity very early in time. After reaching unit value, the walker will continue to spread with maximum velocity. This also gives us a range of values a to look into to understand the effect of acceleration on the quantum walk dynamics. Fig. 2 represents the probability distribution for singleparticle accelerated quantum walk in one dimension for different value of a and θ 0 . As the value of a increases, the spread in the position space increases. This can be understood by noting a faster decrease in value of θ with increase in the value of a and t, that is, θ(a, t) −→ 0 spreads probability distribution over larger space. The value θ 0 sets the minimum spread (non-accelerated) a walker can achieve. In Figs. 3 and 4 standard deviation (σ) as function of number of steps (t) and the acceleration (a) for different values of θ 0 is shown. A significant increase in σ with increase in a is seen until it attains a maximum spread bounded by σ = t and θ 0 sets the minimum σ. Entanglement -In quantum walk dynamics the superposition and quantum interference results in quantum correlation between the particle and the position space [48, [51] [52] [53] . Quantum correlations in quantum walks using different forms of measure has been investigated [54] [55] [56] and some interesting results like enhancement of entanglement with temporal disordered coin operations have been reported [26, 49] . Here we will look into the effect of acceleration on entanglement generated in the system, between particle and position space. This will help us in understanding the entanglement generation between two-particles and its survival during quantum walk of two accelerated particle in the following sections. We will use negativity as a quantifying measure of entanglement which is given by,
where, λ i is the eigenvalue of the partial transpose of the density matrix ρ. Negativity is chosen as a measure to quantify entanglement because of its validity even when we have a mixed state in the following section. That is, when we trace
Negativity of an one-dimensional accelerated quantum walk with θ(a, t) = θ 0 e −at for different value of a and θ 0 as function of steps (t). a = 0 corresponds to evolution with constant velocity, an homogeneous evolution and the negativity is minimum for this case and reaches a study value below the maximum. The initial state is
Negativity is shown for two values of θ 0 = π/4 and π/2 (inset). With increase in a an increase in steps and a an increase in negativity is seen. In the inset entanglement is plotted only for a = 0 values. For a = 0 we will only seen the oscillation between the maximum and minimum values.
out position space and look at entanglement between the twoparticle in two-particle quantum walk. Fig. 5 shows the negativity between the particle and position space for different value of acceleration parameter a in the coin operation parameter θ. It is compared with the negativity generated in standard discrete-time quantum walk (homogeneous) which can be recovered by substituting a = 0 and θ 0 = π/4. The maximum value of the negativity for the formula we have used in Eq. (11) will be 0.5. For an accelerated quantum walk we can see a study increase in negativity with increase in number of steps. For higher value of a, negativity increases with number of steps and quickly reaches a maximum value and remains maximum with further increase in steps. For smaller value of a, a very slow increase in negativity as function of number of steps is seen. In general, one can see a significant increase in negativity with increase in acceleration and with increase in number of steps (time) until it reaches a maximum value.
Both, increase in standard deviation and negativity with acceleration happens due to the transition of quantum coin operation to identity operator with time and for higher value a coin evolution operator reaches identity faster. This implies that with a > 0 a particle which spreads in position space localizes the two states | ↑ and | ↓ as bimodal which move away from each other.
B. Two-particle
Understanding and modelling the dynamics of interacting quantum particles has been one of the prime interest of study for over decades now [44, 57] . In particular, with advances in quantum information theory, entanglement between the interacting particles in many body physics has received special interest [45, [58] [59] [60] . Here we present a simple model to study the entanglement between the two interacting particle and the effect of acceleration using accelerated two-particle discretetime quantum walk.
FIG. 6. Probability distribution of two-particle one-dimensional accelerated quantum walk with θ(a, t) = θ 0 e −at for different value of a after t steps of walk. For θ 0 = π/2,t = 500 and for a = 0 which corresponds to an homogeneous evolution, does not give any spread in the position space therefore is not shown here but with increase in a, spread in position space increases symmetrically for unentangled initial state. In the inset we show probability distribution for θ 0 = π/4 for t = 400 steps for different values of a and here we see asymmetric probability distribution for unentangled initial state. The initial state is |Ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 .
The two-particle discrete-time quantum walk is defined on a Hilbert space H = H c1 ⊗ H c2 ⊗ H p , where H c1 and H c2 are the Hilbert space composed of the two internal degrees of freedom of the two-particles, respectively. The particle Hilbert space H cj = span {|↑ , |↓ } where j = 1, 2 and position Hilbert space H p = span {|x } , x ∈ Z represents the position basis states. The evolution operator for a two-particle quantum walk in one-dimensional space is given by an unitary interacting operator (C θ ) given as,
Here σ x is the x− Pauli matrix. The C θ0 , two-particle quantum coin operation invokes Ising interaction with Hamiltonian H = σ x ⊗ σ x between the two particles. Interaction operator is followed by a position shift operator S x given by,
which evolves the particles into superposition of position space. The unitary evolution operation for each step of twoparticle walk is given by,
where I N is the identity operator on the position space of length N . After t-time steps, state of the system
For the initial state of the two particle in one of the basis states | ↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 or | ↑↓ ⊗ |x = 0 the state after t step will evolve only in configuration of two of the basis states,
Our interest here is to begin with an unentangled two-particle state and explore the dynamics that can entangle and further investigate its survival. Therefore, for the two-particle we will hereafter set the initial state to be, |Ψ 2p in = | ↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 for all our two-particle descriptions. For this configuration we can note that the probability amplitude spreading of two-particles will evolve together just like a single-particle quantum walk. However, this simple evolution will still allow us to explore the interesting dynamics resulting in entanglement generation between the two particles.
Acceleration in the two-particle quantum walk is introduced by replacing θ 0 in the interaction operator, Eq. (12) with θ(a, t) = θ 0 e −at where a is the parameters which set the acceleration rate. Fig. 6 shows the two-particle accelerated quantum walk with different values of acceleration a and as the acceleration in the system increases the spread of the probability amplitude in position space also increases.
In Fig. 7 , negativity between the Hilbert space of the two quantum walker and the position Hilbert space as function of time (t) for different value of a when θ 0 = π/2 and π/4 is shown. For an accelerated walker for any value a when cos(θ(a, t)) goes from 0 to 1 with time t (θ 0 = π/2) we FIG. 7 . Negativity of two-particle one-dimensional accelerated quantum walk between position and particle space with θ(a, t) = θ 0 e −at for different value of a and θ 0 as function of steps (t). a = 0 corresponds to evolution with constant velocity, an homogeneous evolution. The initial state is |Ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 . Negativity is shown for two values of θ 0 = π/2 and π/4 (inset). With increase in a an increase in negativity is seen with time for θ 0 = π/2 but a decrease in negativity is seen with time for θ 0 = π/4. FIG. 8 . Negativity of two-particle one-dimensional accelerated quantum walk between particle space with θ(a, t) = θ 0 e −at for different value of a and θ 0 as function of steps (t). a = 0 corresponds to evolution with constant velocity, an homogeneous evolution. The initial state is |Ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 . Negativity is shown for two values of θ 0 = π/2 and π/4 (inset). With increase in a a decrease in negativity is seen with time.
see an increase in negativity with time and maximum value of negativity is reached by an walker with higher value of a. However, for an accelerated walker with an offset θ 0 = π/4 (θ 0 < π/2) the value of cos(θ(a, t)) increase with a small gradient and the effect of acceleration does not last long in the dynamics. Therefore, we don't see any noticeable increase in entanglement when compared to quantum walk without acceleration. Heuristically we can say that a gradient in acceleration before it is saturated to maximum value plays an important role in generation of maximum entanglement between the two-particle and the position space.
In Fig. 8 , negativity between the two particles after tracing out the position space as function of time (t) for different value of a when θ 0 = π/2 and π/4 is shown. For non-accelerated quantum walk (a = 0) when θ 0 = π/2 we do not see any entanglement being generated between the two particles. However, for small value of a we can notice generation of entanglement between the two particles and after a long time evolution it fades off. With increase in a, entanglement generated decreases and fades off faster with time. When the offset of θ(a, t) is set with θ 0 = π/4 and a = 0 the coin operator Eq. 12 itself will acts as an entangling operator and it entangles the two particles instantaneously and remains entangled. However, with increase in a the instantaneous entanglement generated fades off faster dis-entangling the two particles.
To have a further clarity on the generation of entanglement between two particles when accelerated, in Fig. 9 we have plotted negativity as function of both, a and t when θ 0 = π/2. We can arrive at the following conclusion : for extremely small value of a the entanglement between the two particles picks up slowly and will remain entangled with time. With increase in a and t entanglement fades off faster with time. FIG. 9 . Negativity between the two particles after tracing out the position space using θ(a, t) = θ 0 e −at as a function of both a and t when θ 0 = π/2. a = 0 corresponds to evolution with constant velocity, an homogeneous evolution. The initial state is |Ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 . For small value of a one can see the entanglement generated with accelerated quantum walk does not fade off with time (steps).
Our choice of initial state and interacting coin operation in this subsection on two-particle quantum walks reproduces the dynamics identical to the single-particle quantum walk. Therefore, it is appropriate to draw connection of two-particle quantum walk described in this section with the established connection of single-particle quantum walk with the Dirac equation [4, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Parameter θ in the quantum walk coin operation or in the operations that describe Dirac cellular automata has been effectively mapped to the mass and velocity of Dirac particle, that is, m ∝ sin(θ) and c ∝ cos(θ). This allows us to connect the role of mass in generation of entanglement between the two particles of same mass under quantum walk evolution. When θ is a function of a and t we see that small value of a corresponds to larger mass of the particle. Thus, higher the mass, slower is the spread and higher is the entanglement generation.
III. DISORDER AND LOCALIZATION

A. Single-particle
Disorder in discrete-time quantum walk has been studied by replacing θ 0 in the quantum coin operation with a random value 0 ≤ θ j ≤ π in position (j = x) or time (j = t) [26, 48, 49] . In an alternative approach, disorder has been introduced in the form of random phase operation along with the coin operation with fixed θ 0 [46, 47] . In order to introduce disorder in discrete-time quantum walk by retaining the parameter that will accelerate the walker, we will use the later approach and introduce disorder in phase operator Φ(φ) given by,
The effective coin operator without disorder and acceleration along with the phase operator will be B(θ 0 , φ) = Φ(φ)C(θ) which in matrix form will be given by,
and the evolution operator for each step of the quantum walk will have the form,
The dynamical expression for the evolution operator with phase is given by,
as (ψ ↑ x,t ; ψ ↓ x,t ) = (A x,t ; B x,t ) are the probability amplitudes. For this given evolution operator, in absence of disorder, the Fourier mode wave like form for probability amplitude A x,t and B x,t can in general be written as ψ x,t = e (−iω1t+iκ1x) where ω 1 is the wave frequency and κ 1 is the wave number. Substituting the Fourier form of the probability amplitude in Eq. (21) and solving for a relation between κ 1 and ω 1 we get the dispersion relation of the form,
which will give the group velocity as,
and this implies that for evolution operator with phase, the group velocity depends upon both the evolution parameters θ 0 and φ. Transfer matrix approach will give an insight into the dependence of the amplitudes on the coin parameter when particle moves from one position to an other position at any given time. The transfer matrix for singleparticle discrete-time quantum walk in one dimension for coin operator B(θ 0 , φ) with the two component field Ψ x = (ψ ↑,x ; ψ ↓,x−1 ) = (A x ; B x−1 ) in generic form at time t is given by,
(24) The state at any position using transfer matrix is given by, Ψ x+1 = T x Ψ x and which will have both the parameters θ x and φ x . Therefore, the spatial disorder can be introduced in the system by making either one of the coin parameter θ x or φ x position dependent with a randomized value. Similarly, the evolution operator Eq. (20) also depends upon both the parameters θ and φ of the coin operator randomizing any one of them with time will give temporal disorder. For accelerated discrete-time quantum walk with disorder we can keep θ(a, t) = θ t = θ 0 e −at to accelerate the walk and introduce disorder by randomizing φ with position or time for spatial and temporal disorder, respectively.
FIG. 10.
Probability distribution for one-dimensional single-particle accelerated quantum walk in disordered system for different value of a averaged over 500-runs for 200-time steps. The initial state is |Ψ in = |↑ ⊗ |x = 0 . For higher value of a the distribution is highly delocalized. Spatial Disorder-As described above, randomizing φ x parameter in coin evolution will lead to spatial disorder and the quantum walk can be accelerated by using coin parameter θ t = θ 0 e −at . Parameter φ x is randomly picked for each position from the range 0 ≤ φ x ≤ π. The state after time t with spatial disorder in accelerated discrete-time quantum walk is given by, (25) where B(θ t , φ x ) ≡ x [B(θ t , φ x ) ⊗ |x x|] at time t and accelerating parameter θ t . The iterative form will be,
Fig . 10 shows the probability distribution of a single-particle accelerated quantum walk for different values of a with spatial disorder in the phase parameter when θ 0 = π/2. In the plot we use the acronym ASQW -Accelerated Spatial-disordered Quantum Walk to identify the probability distribution due to spatial disorder in accelerated quantum walk. Particle delocalizes for higher value of a implying that θ operator which saturates at maximum velocity θ(a, t) → 0 dominates over the random phase operator. Dispersion relations also gives us a picture of interplay between θ and φ.
Temporal Disorder-The temporal disorder in the singleparticle quantum walk can be introduced by a time (step) dependent phase parameter φ t . φ t can be randomly picked for each time-step from the range 0 ≤ φ t ≤ π. The state after time t with temporal disorder for accelerated quantum walk is given by,
The iterative form of the state of the particle at each position x and time (t + 1) will be identical to Eq.(26) with a replacement of φ t in place of φ x . Fig. 10 shows the singleparticle accelerated quantum walk for different values of a with temporal disorder when θ 0 = π/2. In the plot we use the acronym ATQW -Accelerated Temporal-disordered Quantum Walk. As the value of a increases, the particle delocalizes in position space which implies that the interacting coin operator dominates over the phase operator. A similar behaviour as seen for spatial disordered case.
B. Two-particle
In order to introduce disorder in two-particle accelerated quantum walk, we are using the same methodology as used in single-particle accelerated quantum walk. That is, introduce a phase operator on each particle such that final operator on the particle will be interaction operator C θ0 followed by phase operator Φ φ . Phase operator for two-particle accelerated quantum walk will have the form,
Therefore, the two-particle evolution operator with two parameters θ 0 and φ before introducing disorder will have the form,
where,
such that the dynamics equation is given by,
In the above expression θ 0 has been written as θ x to represent the position dependent value in generic form. In Fourier-mode wave like solution form ψ x (t) = e −iωt ψ x and ψ x = e iκx ψ(κ) and
From the Eqs. (32) (33) (34) (35) , it is clear that given coin operator evolves ψ ↑↑ and ψ ↓↓ in superposition of ψ ↑↑ and ψ ↓↓ and similarly, ψ ↑↓ and ψ ↓↑ in superposition of ψ ↑↓ and ψ ↓↑ , respectively as it was discussed for evolutions without phase operator. Therefore, the dispersion relation between the ψ ↑↑ and ψ ↓↓ for the given evolution operator when coin parameter at all sites is θ 0 for two-particle accelerated discrete-time quantum walk is given by,
Similarly, the dispersion relation between ψ ↑↓ and ψ ↓↑ for two-particle when coin parameter at all sites is θ 0 is given by,
The expression for state of two-particle discrete-time quantum walk in one-dimensional position space using transfer matrix with the redefined four component field
The transfer matrix T x at position x will be of the form,
Eqs. (38) and (31) shows that introducing disorder in either of the coin parameter θ x or φ x will lead to spatial and temporal disorder, respectively. Therefore, like it was done for singleparticle quantum walk we will introduce disorder in φ x and we will accelerate parameter θ as, θ t = θ 0 e −at where a is the acceleration in the two-particle accelerated walk. Spatial Disorder-The spatial disorder in two-particle accelerated quantum walk in one dimension is introduced by a position dependent phase parameter φ x as from the transfer matrix in Eq. (39) it can be seen that Ψ x depends on the phase parameter φ x moving from one site to another. φ x can be randomly picked for each position from the range 0 ≤ φ x ≤ π. The state after time t with spatial disorder using position dependent phase parameter φ x and accelerated θ parameter will be,
The iterative form of the state of the particle at each position x and time (t + 1) will be identical to Eq. (31) by replacing φ with φ x . Fig.11 shows the accelerated two-particle quantum walk for different values of a with spatial disorder. Higher the value of a, the particle delocalizes which implies that at higher value of a the interaction operator C θ with θ = θ 0 e −at dominates over the phase operator in coin operation. Fig. 11 shows probability distribution for different value of acceleration. As the acceleration in the system increases, the particles in position   FIG. 11 . Probability distribution for one-dimensional two-particle accelerated quantum walk with spatial disorder for different value of a. Coin operator is an entangling operator followed by the phase operator and initial state is |ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 . The particle delocalizes for higher value of a.
space delocalizes as the entangling operator dominates over the phase operator. Temporal Disorder-The temporal disorder in the two-particle discrete-time quantum walk can be introduced by a step de-FIG. 12. Probability distribution for one-dimensional two-particle accelerated quantum walk with spatial disorder for different value of a. Two-particle coin operation is followed by the phase operator and initial state is |ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 . The particle delocalizes for higher value of a. pendent phase parameter φ t . φ t can be randomly picked for each step from the range 0 ≤ φ t ≤ π.The state after time t with temporal disorder using step dependent phase parameter φ t and accelerated θ parameter will be,
The iterative form of the state of the particle at each position x and time (t + 1) will be identical to Eq. (31) with only a replacement of φ = 0 with φ t . Fig. 12 shows the accelerated two-particle quantum walk for different values of a with temporal disorder. Higher the value of a, the particle delocalizes which implies that at higher value of a the interaction coin operator dominates over the phase operator which is similar to the spatial disordered and single-particle case. Fig. 13 shows a comparison of the probability distribution for accelerated two-particle quantum walk, with and without spatial and temporal disorder for different value of a when θ 0 = π/2. Spatial disorder for small value of a shows a strong localization compared to the temporal disorder. When acceleration dominates over disorder the probability distribution delocalizes (a = 0.02. Spread wider in absence of disorder and that is smaller for spatial disorder.
IV. ENTANGLEMENT IN TWO-PARTICLE ACCELERATED QUANTUM WALK
Entanglement between the two-particle Hilbert space is given by the negativity in the particle Hilbert space after tracing out the position Hilbert space from the total density matrix (ρ = |ψ ψ|). That is, Negativity of the mixed state of two-particle Hilbert space after tracing out the position Hilbert   FIG. 13 . Probability distribution for one-dimensional two-particle accelerated quantum walk (AQW) with spatial (SAQW) and temporal (ATQW) disorder for different value of a. Coin operator is an entangling operator followed by the phase operator and initial state is |ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 . The particle delocalizes for higher value of a. The spread is always maximum even when compared to the delocalized distribution with disroder.
FIG. 14. Entanglement between the particles of coin Hilbert space in two-particle accelerated quantum walk with spatial disorder (ASQW) for different value of a. Initial state is |ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 averaged over 1000-runs. For larger a entanglement dies faster in time.
space ρ c = tr p (ρ) is given by,
where, λ i with (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the eigenvalues of partial transpose of density matrix ρ c . Fig. (8) , (14) and (16) shows entanglement between the particles for different values of a for two-particle standard accelerated quantum walk, accelerated quantum walk with spatial disorder, and accelerated quantum walk with temporal disorder, respectively. Entanglement between the coin and position Hilbert space is given by the negativity between the coin and position FIG. 15 . Entanglement between the coin and position Hilbert space in two-particle accelerated quantum walk with spatial disorder (ASQW) for different value of a as function of time (steps). Initial state is |ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 averaged over 500-runs. For larger a entanglement reaches maximum value faster in time. FIG. 16 . Entanglement between the particles of coin Hilbert space in two-particle accelerated quantum walk with temporal disorder (ATQW) for different value of a. Initial state is |ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 averaged over 1000-runs. For larger a entanglement dies faster in time.
Hilbert space which is also given by,
where, ζ j with j ∈ Z are the eigenvalues of partial transpose of density matrix ρ in Hilbert space
Figs. 7, 15 and 17 shows entanglement between the particle and position Hilbert space for different values of a for twoparticle standard accelerated quantum walk, spatial disordered accelerated quantum walk and temporal disordered accelerated quantum walk, respectively. The entanglement for the delocalized case decays faster then the localized case in two-particle accelerated quantum walk with spatial and temporal disorder. This can be seen in FIG. 17 . Entanglement between the coin and position Hilbert space in two-particle accelerated quantum walk with temporal disorder (ATQW) as function of time (steps) for different value of a. Initial state is |ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 averaged over 500-runs. For larger a entanglement reaches maximum value faster in time. FIG. 18. Comparison of entanglement between the coin Hilbert space for one-dimensional two-particle accelerated quantum walk with a = 0.002 which is the localized case. Two-particle coin operator with θ 0 = π/2 is followed by the random phase operator and initial state is |ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |x = 0 averaged over 1000-runs. Entanglement dies of faster for accelerated quantum walk when compared to accelerated quantum walk with disorder which stay higher for significantly longer time.
the Figs. 8, 14 and 16, respectively. For a = 0.002 when the particle is localized, entanglement decays faster but entanglement reaches to its maximum value slower in localized case when compared to delocalized case when a = 0.02. Entanglement decays faster for two-particle accelerated quantum walk without disorder when compared to walk with spatial and temporal disordered system in one dimension as shown in Figs. 18 and 19 . It can be seen that maximum entanglement between the particle is found in the accelerated quantum walk but entanglement stays for longer time for spatial FIG. 19. Comparison of entanglement between the coin Hilbert space for one-dimensional two-particle accelerated quantum walk with a = 0.02 which is the spatially delocalized case. Two-particle coin operation θ 0 = π/2 is followed by the random phase operator for spatial and temporal disordered accelerated quantum walks. The initial state is |ψ in = |↑↑ ⊗ |n = 0 averaged over 1000-runs. Entanglement dies of faster for accelerated quantum walk when compared to accelerated quantum walk with disorder.
localized accelerated quantum walk. It happens because in localized case both the particle's probability amplitude superimpose in localized position space with stronger interference to give entanglement between the particles and hence its decays slower then the entanglement between the delocalized case. Maximum the spread in the position space faster is the death of the entanglement between the particles evolving in position space. The entanglement between the particle and position space for standard accelerated quantum walk, accelerated quantum walk with spatial disorder and temporal disorder for the two-particle walk is shown in Figs. 7, 15 and 17, respectively. Similar to single-particle accelerated quantum walk, for higher value of a particle reaches the maximum entanglement in short time for standard accelerated quantum walk as well as for disordered quantum walk and remains constant with time.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work we have introduced accelerated discrete-time quantum walk and studied single-particle and two-particle walk in one dimension. For a single-particle quantum walk introduction of acceleration into the system increases the spread of the probability amplitude over the position space as well as the entanglement between the position and particle space reaches its maximum in shorter time. In two-particle case also the acceleration in the system spreads the probability amplitude faster in position space. In a regular quantum walk the maximum spread is achieved when θ 0 → 0 but that happen without any interference of the particle in position space. But in accelerated quantum walk same maximum spread is achieved along with interference effect. We have explicitly studied the effect of acceleration parameter a and how it changes the probability distribution and entanglement of the system. In disordered system, without acceleration or with small acceleration the particle is localized but as acceleration increases the system becomes delocalized because of the increase in acceleration increases the perturbation in the unitary operator and that dominates over the disordered phase parameter in the system. Entanglement between the position and particle in the single-particle quantum walk reaches its maximum value faster with increase in acceleration and then saturates at the maximum value. This implies spread in the position space increases the entanglement between the position and the particle space. In the two-particle quantum walk, entanglement between the two particles increase with acceleration, reaches the maximum entanglement value faster and decays faster too in time. This implies that the entanglement between the interacting particles stays for a longer time at smaller value of acceleration when compared to higher value of acceleration for which the particle is delocalized. It could be because the superposition and interference between the particles wave function in two-particle accelerated quantum walk is more in localized discrete-time quantum walk.
The two-particle quantum walk system in this paper is similar to the condensed matter Ising model with is a special case of Heisenberg model. The generalised Heisenberg model for N spin-1/2 particle is described by the Hamiltonian, 
where S α = σ α with α = x, y, z are Pauli matrices and γ is the degree of anisotropy in the system. As γ → 1 model tends to the Ising model with the spin components in the xdirection completely ordered and y− and z− component completely disordered. We have considered a one-dimensional two-particle discrete time quantum walk to be ordered in x-direction therefore γ = 1 and since its a two-particle interaction therefore N = 2 and hence the Hamiltonian for two-particle quantum walk is given by,
where S x = σ x which is Pauli matrix. The accelerated twoparticle quantum walk is similar to the Ising model with perturbed Ising model. The acceleration is introduced in the system by accelerating the quantum coin angle. The coin opera-tion is given by, C θt = exp −iθtH (46) where θ t = π 2 exp −at and a is the acceleration in the system. Disorder in the system is introduced by randomizing the value of φ in the Phase operator. randomizing φ at each position in the position space gives Anderson localization and randomizing φ at each step in the position space gives weak localization. The connection of quantum walks dynamics with Dirac Hamiltonian and Dirac cellular automata along with this intriguing connections between acceleration, entanglement generation and localization paves way for further investigation towards understanding the role of acceleration, mass and entanglement in relativistic quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. Though these studies gives an additional operational tools for quantum simulations using quantum walks more analytical studies are still required to explicitly formalize some of the observations related to entanglement behaviour in the system.
